Online Scavenger Hunt
Miscellaneous Puzzle Ideas

Instructions
This document features a bunch of novel challenges which did not fit other puzzle
categories.
As a short list, it is hoped it will inspire you to create your own ideas. In which case, I
hope you will share them with playmeo so that we can share your ideas with other
playmeo members.
In some cases, we also display an optional image which captures the essence of the
puzzle to add a little more interest to your padlet if you choose to integrate them into
your online scavenger hunt.
All of the puzzles featured here can be used in an event which adopts a time-limited
format, while most can be integrated into those with a linear format.
Note, for those events which do adopt a linear format, be sure to provide clear
instructions to help your groups enter their answers successfully (as a password) in
accordance with lower/upper/sentence case conventions and the removal of spaces
between words (where necessary.)
As always, reach out to playmeo if you need help.
Have FUNN.
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Name That Tune
Embed an audio track that will play a short snippet of a particular tune or voice.
Challenge your group to name (a) the title of the song, (b) the name of the
singer/band or (c) both.
This same challenge can also apply to national anthems, sporting team songs,
famous speeches, indeed, any audio track.
To whet your appetite, here's an example.

Click the play button below to hear a snippet of a song (it will play
inside a new browser window:)

What is the last name of the artist who sings this song?

Source: Michael Maasen

Answer = (KD) Lang
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Shopping List
Challenge your group to review a list of products or services and identify which
one item is not sold by a particular (online) retail store.
For example, instruct your group to browse the online store for Amazon, Home
Depot, Bunnings or other major online outlet. List 4 or 5 items ensuring that one
of them is NOT available for sale.
You could make it extra tricky by specifying certain sizes or variants that are or
are not available at the store.
Here's an example to illustrate what I mean:

Which one of the following five items is NOT sold by Home Depot?
Your answer is the item number (1, 2, 3, 4 or 5.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hammer 10 oz
Lawn Fertilizer
Memory Foam Standard Gel Pillow
Denture Cleaner
Typewriter

Source: Marcus Spiske

Answer = 4 (Denture Cleaner)
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Restaurant Menus
Challenge your group to locate an online restaurant menu that serves a
particular food or dish, eg grilled cheese sandwich or Crème brûlée.
Instruct your group to record a screenshot of the restaurant's menu that features
the particular item and upload it to a padlet (as a new dialog box) to verify that
they have completed the task.
Here's what one group uncovered online (uploaded as a padlet dialog box:)

Source: playmeo

Spotto
Challenge your group to locate and record an image of all of their team
members holding any ordinary or bizarre object. Essentially, each person needs
to find the object, stand in front of their webcams holding it & invite one of their
team members to take a screenshot of the gallery view of thumbnails.
Here are five examples to inspire your creative juices:
•

The Ace of Spades (from a playing deck of cards)

•

A (school) text book

•

Garment of clothing with an identical brand, eg Nike

•

Currency with the same denomination, eg $5.00

•

A sock with a hole in it.

Instruct your group to record a screenshot of the required items and upload it to
a padlet (as a new dialog box) to verify that they have completed the task.
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Treasure Hunt
Using Google Maps (or other internet map software,) challenge your group to
search for and view a particular location or object to answer a question.
In effect, this is a digital version of the popular Treasure Hunt activity.
Here are some examples to inspire your creative juices:
•

The graffiti etched into the side of a building

•

The year marked on a commemorative plaque/statue

•

Number of white pickets in a fence

•

Type of tree, shrub or flower

•

Colour of an object, eg a sign

•

Exact geographic coordinates of an object

•

Spelling mistakes (on any public sign)

•

Phone number displayed on a vehicle, sign, window, etc

•

Brand of an object

•

Description of the scene carved into stained glass window

•

Opening hours of an establishment

Guess Who?
Challenge your group to identify the name of a mysterious celebrity whose
name is represented by one or more images.
Typically, the number of images to display will depend on the complexity of the
person's name and how much of it you want your group to identify, eg first, last
or both names.
Here are the names of six famous people that could easily be integrated into
this challenge:
Tom Cruise
Bill Gates
Mae or Kanye West
Neil Armstrong
Lady Gaga
Justin Timberlake
Brittney Spears

Large cruise-liner
One dollar (note or bill) & two gates
Snippet of compass showing west direction
Person kneeling, an arm & weight lifter
Woman & people playing game of gaga
Pile of sawn wood & a lake
Bunch of sharp spears

Refer to the next page for a sample picture puzzle.
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Identify the last name of a famous male actor suggested by the
image below.

Source: Global Domain News

Answer = (Brad) Pitt
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